Key Stage Three Levelled Assessment Aimed at Level 5

Resource A

Have you noticed how knowledgeable teenagers are about wealth? Sometimes though ideas are generalised and biased. These ideas
therefore need to be challenged and in some cases corrected. This is possible in many ways, one of which is to develop a board game around
the topic of ‘Variation in World Wealth.’ In fact board games are becoming popular again.

Imagine that you have been asked by a board game manufacturer to design and produce a new board game about ‘The Variation in World
Wealth.’ This board game can be any style or format as long as it is suitable for teenagers. You will need to review your game to say how
successful it has been.

You will have six lessons and four homeworks for this assessment. You will need to
use your classwork time to draft out your board game, to gather information, to write
your instructions, to play your game and to write your final evaluation. Your homework
time will need to be used to make your game. It is your responsibility to have your
board game completed and in school, ready to play, by the date set.

For final board game:
For all other paperwork:

Levelling Grid
Resource Sheet B – Using Sources
Resource Sheet C5 – Plan
Resource Sheet D5 &6–Student Review (x4 each)
Resource Sheet E5&6 – Evaluation
Coloured card
Coloured paper
Glue
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You will be assessed on the key concepts of:
Space
Interdependence
Human processes

You will be assessed on the key processes of:
Your approach to enquiry – how you plan your work (Resource
Sheet C5)
Your approach to enquiry – how well you ask questions
Your use of Sources (Resource Sheet B)
Your presentation techniques
Your ability to draw conclusions
Your ability to communicate effectively in different writing
styles
Use your levelling grid to work out what you actually need to do for
your target level.

Resource A

Hand in the following stapled together:
A list of sources that you used – Resource Sheet B
Your plan for the assessment – Resource Sheet C5
Your draft of your board game
Your instructions for your board game
Your Student Review sheets (x 4 of Resource Sheet D5)
Your evaluation notes (Resource Sheet E5)
Your final written evaluation of your board game
Hand in your completed board game.

As you look up information remember to make a note of the title,
author, and date it was published and some notes about whether you
think that your information is biased in anyway. Think about whom it
is produced by, the focus of the information and when it was
produced. All these things can influence bias. You will need to hand
this in. You can use Resource Sheet B.
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You will need to:
1) Decide on the type of board game that you will design.
2) Draft out your board game and any cards that you will need. Have your spellings checked by someone. Keep this draft as you will need to
hand it in. Use the list of what is needed in your board game to help you.
3) Decide on a title for your board game.
4) Make your board game.
5) Produce instructions for your game in draft. Have these checked by someone.
6) Produce neat and final instructions for your game. These should be word processed. Remember to check for grammatical errors and to
correct them.
7) Present your game to other students.
8) Produce an evaluation of your game, using the guidance given in Resource Sheet E5, in draft. Have this checked by someone for
grammatical errors and correct them.
9) Produce neat and final evaluation of your game. This can be hand written or word processed. Have this checked by someone for
grammatical errors and correct them.
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g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Your board game will need:
a) A board
b) Cards, counters and die as needed
c) Instructions
d) An Evaluation
You will need to cover the following ideas:
a) A world map showing the inequality of wealth
b) A definition of billion
c) Names of ten billionaires
d) A suggestion of what a billion pounds can buy
e) Names of ten brands associated with billionaires
f) Details on which sector billionaires fall into and why

billion
celebrity
charity
consume
Economy, environment

l.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.
r.
s.
t.

Details on which sector billionaires do not fall into and why
Reasons for oil being called ‘liquid gold’
Names of four oil reserves
Details on where most billionaires live
How physical geography prevents people from becoming
wealthy
How physical geography helps people to become wealthy
Names of the five wealthiest countries
Names of the five poorest countries
Details on what ‘trickle down’ is
How wealth can be shared
Facts about homelessness in wealthy countries
‘Quality of life’
How poor people can increase their wealth
How rich countries depend upon poor countries

globalisation
gross domestic product (GDP)
human processes
interdependence
less economically developed country
more economically developed country
oil reserve, primary industry

quality of life
quaternary industry
secondary industry
share
space
tertiary industry
trickle down, wealth
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You will need to use instruction writing for your instructions and evaluation writing for
your evaluation.
Keep your instructions simple. Have one sentence for each point and use the imperative
style. Keep your vocabulary simple and use a lot of geographical nouns and adjectives.
Number each point in order. Keep your layout neat and clear. This will be easy when you
word process your instructions.
Your evaluation will be about how well you think you have done with your board game –
your strengths and weaknesses in planning, designing, making playing and reviewing your
game. To help you with this complete Resource Sheet E5&6 ‘Evaluating My Board Game.’
You will then need to write this up into an essay. The structure of your essay will be:
Introduction - outline what the evaluation is of and how your evaluation will be
structured
Paragraph 2 – Write about your planning, what went well and what went badly
Paragraph 3 – Write about your designing – what went well and what went badly
Paragraph 4 – Write about your making– what went well and what went badly
Paragraph 5 – Write about your playing– what went well and what went badly
Paragraph 6 – Write about your reviewing– what went well and what went badly
Conclusion -Write a summary of your main points and give targets for the future
Remember to use a lot of geographical vocabulary for nouns and verbs. Lots of adjectives
will also make your writing more interesting. Make your writing flow well by using
balancing, evidence and cause and effect connectives (see vocabulary list).

Resource A

Connectives for Balancing
although
however
instead of
while

Connectives for Evidence
for example ….
like….

Connectives for Cause and Effect
as a result of ….
the effect of …. was ….
this in turn caused ….
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